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Summary: HonestyFirstReviews.com releases a review of Josh Bartlett's Easy Video Suite all in one video  
marketing solution.

Easy Video Suite the new release from Easy Video Player creator Josh Bartlett has captivated the online 
marketing community, provoking a review by HonestyFirstReviews.com's Tiffany Hendricks.

"While new marketing tools and training programs are released every day, the commotion surrounding the 
launch of Josh Bartlett's Easy Video Player is truly phenomenal," reports Hendricks. "Clearly, everybody 
seriously involved in online marketing agrees that this is a suite of tools that there has been a need for, for quite 
some time."

Easy Video Suite is a "drag and drop" software solution that handles many different video marketing tasks 
including recording, converting, optimizing, and publishing online video. In addition the Easy Video Software 
allows users to track video views, viewer engagement, and other key metrics via the EVS dashboard which 
features up to the minute live analytic data.

Hendricks explains the overwhelming demand for Easy Video Suite:

"Prior to the release of Josh Bartlett's program those wishing to work with video online were forced to rely on a 
host of different piece of complicated software," says Hendricks. "As someone who has been doing video 
marketing for years I know all to well the frustration of cobbling together a software solution using numerous 
expensive and often buggy solutions that just barely got the job done. With Easy Video Suite user are given a 
relatively simple program that can handle the entire process, from recording all the way to tracking."

While some skeptics may question how a single piece of software could possibly take the place of many, 
Hendricks explains that EVS is hardly something a developer just "whipped up."

"Josh Bartlett has stated that he personally invested hundreds of thousands of dollars of his own money to make 
Easy Video Suite a reality," says Hendricks. "I don't think there is a single person in the online marketing 
community who doesn't agree that this is the most advances and comprehensive piece of video marketing 
software available."

Those wishing to purchase Easy Video Suite, or for more information, click here.

Tiffany Hendricks provides reviews of the best internet marketing courses, software and digital training 
programs on her website HonestyFirstReviews.com.
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